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CUAJ honours its members 
and friends who have passed 
away. We invite colleagues 
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brief remembrances. Please 
limit your notice to 200 
words. Send your notice to 
journal@cua.org 
or fax it to 514-395-1664.

Dr. Homayoun Khonsari

Dr. Khonsari died on April 10, 2011, at the age of 69. He was predeceased by his 
wife Mimi, together they raised 3 sons Navid (Vassiliki), Ramin (Maryam) and Ali 
(Jennifer). He adored his grandchildren Maya, Donya, Reza, Ava, Zara, Masoume 
and Kleio. He is survived by his brothers Sia (Colleen) and Mehrdad (Mandana) 
and beloved sister-in-law Lili (Farzad Khalilnia) and their families. He was born in 
Tehran, Iran. At 8 years old, he left his native country and studied in England and 
then Ireland. Returning for the summer holidays, he met his wife of 38 years Mimi 
Vaygani. Together they travelled to Montreal, Canada where Homayoun finished his 
residency at McGill University and began practicing urology. He returned to Iran 
in 1972. Dr. Khonsari’s prominence as a urologist grew with key roles as the Head 
of Urology at the University of Tehran and the Dariush Kabir Hospital. He returned 
to Canada in 1980 where he would remain and raise his family. During the last 31 
years, he took on a number of roles at the Royal Victoria Hospital, including 2 terms 
as Chief of Surgery. His dedication to his job was unprecedented and his genuine 
affection for all those he worked with was evident from the kindness and love he 
received in return. His spirit, love and dedication shall always be remembered and 
celebrated by his family and all those he touched. 
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